Abstract-Video streaming over a hostile environment such as the Internet, where the available bandwidth varies in time, requires the source to adjust its transmission rate dynamically. Moreover, inevitable packet losses cannot be totally avoided and, hence, the video-streaming schemes should be complemented with appropriate error concealment techniques. In this paper, we highlight the vitality of the bi-directionally predicted pictures in the MPEG coded bitstreams to applications of video streaming and error concealment. In particular, we show how the properties and the motion parameters of such pictures can be exploited for efficient video transcoding into lower resolutions and different encoding formats for pre-encoded video streams. At the decoder side, however, we also emphasize on the important role of the bidirectional prediction on interframe error concealment.
I. INTRODUCTION
C URRENTLY, video streaming over the Internet is challenged by the absence of quality of service (QoS) and the unpredicted fluctuation in the available bandwidth due to network congestion. Therefore, one of the major requirements for video streaming over the Internet is the bandwidth adaptability, where the bitrate of the video source changes according to the underlying network status.
Most of the existing video streaming approaches often require an online encoder with dynamic encoding parameters [1] , [2] , dynamic scalability parameters combined with priority re-transmission [3] , dynamic frame rate control [4] , or other similar rate-adaptive video streaming schemes as reported in [5] , [6] . On the other hand, as the use of pre-encoded video is becoming increasingly popular, such as video libraries, distance learning, video-on-demand (VoD) or video distribution, to name only a few, the source of the video stream is no longer a real-time encoder but rather a video server, multimedia workstation, or video-tape recorders [7] . Therefore, the dynamic compliance of such pre-encoded bit streams with the underlying heterogeneous networks, heterogeneous transmission channels, heterogeneous decoders, or various end-user processing power/capacities is best achieved by means of video transcoding.
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poral resolution reduction and, finally, fully re-encode it with the new coding parameters and/or formats. In the past decade, detailed research was carried out to optimize the transcoding process in term of optimality, performance [8] , and functionality [9] . In general terms, video transcoding is devised for meeting either the underlying network constraints or the end user functionality/compliance provision. In the latter, transcoding can be used in multipoint video conferencing to combine several incoming bit streams into one bit stream [10] , [11] . Transcoding was also reported in [12] for reverse play of MPEG video streams, and in [13] for splicing video streams while in the coded format, and recently, video transcoding was reported by the authors as means of achieving portability between different encoding formats [9] .
In the case of meeting the underlying network constraints, and in the case of packetized video over the Internet, where users are competing for bandwidth, video transcoding can be used as means of reducing the transmission rate in face of network congestion to reduce the packet loss ratio and ease congestion.
Such transcoders are implemented by means of requantizing [14] , [15] , temporal resolution reduction, color reduction [16] , coefficient dropping [17] , or spatial-resolution reduction [18] . However, it is worth mentioning that controlling streaming video by means of transcoding or even online encoding is signaled by the observed packet losses, which renders the latter unavoidable and, hence, additional means, should be sought to improve picture quality such as error concealment and post-processing at the decoder. Therefore, the objective of this study is to investigate the best possible way of reusing the encoded video parameters for both efficient video transcoding and Interframe error concealment. In particular, we focus on the motion parameters and properties of the bidirectionally predicted pictures, B-pictures, for the benefit of both: 1) transcoding of the encoded video into different encoding formats with lower spatio-temporal resolutions to ease network congestion or match to the requirements of the decoder; 2) interframe error concealment for bursty packet losses to improve picture quality.
II. HETEROGENEOUS VIDEO TRANSCODING

A. Proposed Architecture
For transcoding into lower bit rates with the same encoding formats and the same spatio-temporal resolutions, we had shown how the decoder and encoder loops could be combined to simplify the transcoder further [14] . Such transcoding in the contents of this work is referred to as homogeneous video transcoding. However, in heterogeneous transcoding, due to spatio-temporal sub-sampling and different encoding structures of the input and output bit streams, these loops are no longer identical, and hence, a generic heterogeneous transcoder might be realized as the one shown in Fig. 1 . In this figure, the incoming bitstream is fully decoded by a higher resolution decoder, compatible with the incoming bit stream. The extracted motion vectors are then post-processed according to the syntax of the outgoing bit stream, and if required, according to the lower spatio-temporal resolution. In case post-processing is not sufficient, the extracted motion vectors are refined to improve the encoding efficiency. The decoded pictures are accordingly down-sampled spatially and or temporally, and the down-sampled images are encoded with the new motion vectors.
Note that the main feature of video transcoding is the reusability of the incoming motion parameters including both the motion vectors and the macroblock encoding types. In [9] , we had shown that, on the average, macroblock decision plus the motion estimation comprise about 70% of all the encoder's processing power. Thus, if the motion scaling and refinement is not computationally intensive, then avoiding combined macroblock decision and motion estimation can speed up transcoding process by 100/(100-70), or roughly three times.
B. Transcoding into a Different Encoding Format
In a heterogeneous video transcoding, the picture encoding type in the incoming bitstream is likely to be different to that of the outgoing bitstream. For the standard codecs, a variety of format transcoding can exist. However, to confine the discussion into a reasonable size, in the following we assume that the group of pictures (GOP) in the incoming bit stream has a length of 12 pictures ( ) and the sub-group of 3 pictures ( ) and the format of the output picture sequence is either that of H.261 or H.263, with the sequence structures of ( , ) and ( , ), respectively (although H.263 is flexible to use limited ). We have considered these scenarios as the two most likely cases of the conversion, and the method can be easily generalized to other picture formats of the incoming and outgoing bit streams. Since the main feature of the transcoding is to employ the motion vectors of the incoming bitstream in the outgoing one, then the extracted motion vectors have to be compatible with the encoding nature of the output bit stream. For example, the motion vectors of the incoming bit stream of our discussion ( , ) vary from picture to picture, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . I-pictures do not carry any motion vectors. The motion vectors in the P-pictures refer to anchor pictures with M-picture apart, while those of B-pictures might use a variety of forward and backward motion vectors. On the other hand, the motion vectors of the pictures in the output bit stream with the interframe coded pictures ( , ), refer to their immediate previous picture [ Fig. 2(b) ]. For and of Fig. 2 (c), every alternate picture uses forward prediction (P-pictures) and the remaining ones use bi-directional predictions (B-pictures). Thus, the nature of extraction of the motion vectors, and their usage also depends on the picture type.
In Fig. 2 , pictures are presented in the display order, but are numbered in the encoding order. Considering that the first input picture is and its second one is , then due to reordering of pictures in the output stream, transcoding of every future anchor picture, such as , has to be postponed after their corresponding bi-directional B-pictures (e.g., , and ) are decoded. This introduces a transcoding delay, and its value is equal tohe duration of one anchor picture every M pictures. Also, due to this reordering, the encoding orders of the output P-pictures, become two pictures ( ) more than the encoding orders of their input anchor pictures, as shown in Fig. 2 .
In the following section, we show how the picture re-ordering caused by the bidirectional prediction of B-pictures can be exploited for more efficient post processing of motion vectors in the picture format transcoding. , like MPEG-1 to H.261. As might be expected, in addition to the differences in picture type, not all the macroblocks of the input pictures carry appropriate forward motion vectors to be used directly at the output bit stream. In such cases, however, we can approximate them, by assuming the motion between the pictures is uniform, such that the forward and reverse motion vectors are images of each other, or an interframe motion vector is a scaled version of a larger picture distance, and so on. In case no motion vector is found, one might either use a (0,0) motion vector, or at worst, intraframe code the underlying macroblock. Finally, all the estimated motion vectors are compared, and the one that gives the least coding error in terms of sum of absolute differences (SAD) is chosen. Since the number of possible motion vector candidates is picture dependent, in the following, we examine the most likely candidates for each input picture type.
For the first B-picture in the sub-group of an input bit stream, such as , this picture is converted into an output P-picture , with a prediction from , as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The new output motion vector can be related to the input motion vectors with either of the following forms: 1) to its forward motion vector ; 2) its backward differential motion vector from its future anchor picture ; 3) one third of its future anchor P-picture motion vector ; 4) image of the half of its backward motion vector ; 5) half of its next B-picture forward motion vector . The first two almost give the exact value of forward interframe motion vector. The last three assume the motion is uniform, and the output motion vector is a properly scaled version of the available input motion vectors. To the above list, some poorer motion estimates, such as , , and others might be added. However, since some of these motion vectors may not be available, the more the candidates, the better is the estimate. To choose the best vector, the decoded picture is motion compensated with all the candidate motion vectors and the best one is chosen. In case no motion vector is available, (0,0) motion vector or intra coding is also tested. The number of comparisons can be limited to less than nine, which is equivalent to 1 pixel search in motion estimation. Similarly, for the second B-picture in the sub-group, such as , one can find several motion candidates. For example, the motion vector of the output P-picture , corresponding to the second input B-picture in the sub-group ( ), can be: 1) forward differential motion vector ; 2) image of its backward differential motion vector ; 3) image of its backward motion vector ; 4) one half of its differential motion vector with the future anchor P-picture ; 5) one half of its forward motion vector ; 6) image of half of its previous B-picture backward motion vector ; 7) one third of its future anchor P-picture motion vector ; and others.
As one can notice from the previous lists of the candidate motion vectors, both the and the picture transcoding made use of their future anchor picture's motion vectors ( ). This is possible only because the latter is re-ordered at the originating encoder and encoded prior to the B-pictures. It should be noted that in the B-pictures preceding an I-picture (e.g., and ), due to the absence of motion vectors in the future anchor picture (I-picture), the number of candidate motion vectors is less than these two cases.
The candidate motion vectors in transcoding of an input P-picture, such as , to the output P-picture , can be: 1) image of the backward motion vector of the second B-picture in its sub-group ; 2) its forward differential motion vector with the second B-picture in the sub-group ; 3) one third of its forward motion vector ; 4) image of half of the backward motion vector of the first B-picture in the sub-group ; 5) image of the first B-picture in the sub-group, offset by its output motion vector, . In transcoding of an I-picture such as to an output P-picture , due to the absence of forward motion vector in the picture, possible candidate motion vectors are less, unless one uses more crude estimates. For this picture, good candidates are: 1) image of the backward motion vector of the second B-picture in the sub-group ; 2) image of half of the backward motion vector of the first B-picture in the sub-group ; 3) image of the first B-picture in the sub-group, offset by its output motion vector . Again, it is evident from the above two lists of candidate motion vectors that the transcoding of anchor pictures make extensive use of the forward and backward motion vectors of the B-pictures. These forward and backward motion vectors carry more motion information than the forward motion vectors of the P-pictures. Hence, their existence will increase the fidelity of the estimated motion vectors in the output bitstream. Fig. 3 shows the quality of transcoded video of the Flower sequence from 4 Mbits/s coded with MPEG-2 with the GOP structure of into purely P-pictures ( ) at 2 Mbits/s. In order to evaluate the degree of the fidelity of motion approximation or its departure from its optimum value, the search area around the best derived motion vector was increased from 0.5 pixels to a maximum of 15.5 pixels (MAX ME 15.5). Fig. 3 shows that refinement with 0.5 pixels is good enough to achieve an acceptable performance, and further refinement does not improve the motion compensation efficiency significantly. This indicates that the candidate motion vectors are very well chosen.
The figure also shows that when the estimated motion vectors are rounded to integer values (required in transcoding from MPEG into H.261, as the latter only defines integer precision motion vectors), the motion-compensation performance degrades. Further refinement of the integer valued motion components, only improves the motion compensation by 0.6 dB. Again, a significant improvement is noted with 1 pixel search, and larger refinement areas do not noticeably improve the motion compensation efficiency of the transcoder.
To compare against the brute-force method of transcoding, the same test sequence is decoded and fully re-encoded whilst recalculating the motion parameters independently from the incoming ones. As shown in Fig. 4 , the proposed method of estimating the new motion vectors is very close to that of the full re-encoding of the decoded pictures. If the estimated motion vectors are refined to 0.5 pixels, then their performance reaches to that of the brute-force method.
2) Picture Format Transcoding from ( , ) into ( , ): Transcoding the GOP structure into , can be done in a similar way to that of , , described above. In this case, first the motion vectors between the output anchor P-pictures, which are two pictures apart, must be derived and then the bi-directional motion vectors of their neighboring B-pictures.
Derivation of the Motion Vectors for B-Pictures:
In general for , B-pictures can carry two types of motion information. They either have independent forward and/or backward motion vectors, or their motion vectors are linked into their paired P-pictures, called PB-frames mode, in H.263 [19] .
In the case of independent motion vectors, the forward motion vectors are extracted similar to of Section III-B-1, and similarly to the backward motion vectors, but their directions are inverted. Then the best of these two or their combinations are chosen.
In the case of PB-frames mode, B-picture motion vectors are one half of their accompanying P-pictures plus a delta refinement. Hence, once the independent motion vectors of the B-pictures are known, their differences with the half of their accompanying P-picture motion vectors represent the delta refinement vector.
To evaluate the accuracy of the candidate motion vectors for the P and B-pictures, the Flower sequence was transcoded from 4 Mbits/s with and into and of PB-frames mode at 2 Mbits/s. To find the degree of the fidelity of the motion approximation, a search window from 0.5 pixels to the maximum of (MAX ME 15.5) pixels was carried out around the best-derived motion vector. Fig. 5 shows the average quality of the transcoded image sequence with various refinement ranges, for individual P-and B-pictures and their combination. As the figure shows, for both picture types, 0.5 pixel refinement is sufficient, and larger search area is not needed. In addition, since generally B-pictures at the input bit stream are coded at poorer quality to P-pictures, this inferior quality is also preserved at the output stream.
Again, to compare against the brute-force method of transcoding, the same test sequence is fully re-encoded using the PB-frames mode. As shown in Fig. 6 , the proposed method of estimating the new motion vectors for the P and B pictures is very close to that of the full re-encoding with a motion vector search range of 15.5 pixels. The figure also shown that an additional 0.5 pixel refinement on the derived P and B pictures improves the performance to reach that of the brute-force method. 
C. Transcoding into a Lower Spatial-Resolution
In streaming of video through narrow band channels or their reception in receivers with limited processing power, the incoming bitstream may need to be compressed further by means of spatial-resolution reduction. For this more general form of transcoding into lower bit rates, three concepts should be considered. First, for a lower spatial-resolution output picture, a new motion vector needs to be calculated from a set of input motion vectors derived for the higher spatial-resolution input sequence. For instance, transcoding a bit stream of SIF format into QSIF format requires calculating a new motion vector from four input motion vectors. Second, a new macroblock needs to be decimated from a set of input macroblocks. Third, since the incoming macroblocks might lack harmony in their encoding type, the encoding type of the decimated one needs to be determined.
In the following, we elaborate on the above three points whilst limiting our discussion to 2 : 1 spatial-resolution reduction, e.g., SIF to QSIF.
1) Motion Vector Re-Sampling:
The simplest way of deriving or re-sampling the new motion vector is realized by simply averaging the four input motion vectors. Although this method generates the worst result, it can be enhanced by weighting each of the input motion vectors by the spatial activity of the underlying macroblock prior to the averaging as reported in [20] . We also propose two new approaches. In one, the new motion vector is derived only from those that move in the same direction whilst ignoring the rest. In the other, we only retain the incoming motion vector that has the least Euclidean distance from the rest.
In the following, we compare the performance of the above methods. a) Method One: calculating the average or mean of the input motion vectors, given by
This method gives poor results, especially if the magnitude of one of the input motion vectors is significantly larger than the rest. b) Method Two: calculating the weighted-average of the input motion vector [20] , given by (2) where denotes the spatial activity of the macroblock . c) Method Three: moving with the majority; by calculating the average of those motion vectors that have the same direction, exploiting the high motion correlation between the neighboring macroblocks
where out of four motion vectors move at the same direction. 4) The median vector is defined as one of these vectors that has the least distance from all. i.e., (5) This method extracts the motion vector situated in the middle of the rest of the motion vectors.
It should be noted that for all the above methods the magnitude of the selected motion vector is then scaled to reflect the reduction in the spatial resolution.
The accuracy of the extracted motion vectors of the above methods is tested by transcoding a highly active moving sequence, the Football sequence with SIF/25-Hz format encoded at 2 Mbits/s into QSIF/25 Hz at 0.7 Mbits/s, with and (IPPPP…). For the refinement, in each case, the derived motion vectors are refined within a search area extending from 0.5 to a maximum of 15.5 pixels. Fig. 7 shows the quality of the motion compensated QSIF image, under the four schemes with various refinements. In this graph, the noncompressed SIF sequence was down-sampled to QSIF size to be used as the reference video for QSIF coded sequence.
Examining the figure, we first see that the weighted-average generates better results than the simple averaging at the expense of an additional cost of calculation the spatial activities of the underlying macroblocks. On the other hand, the proposed methods of "moving with the majority" and the median motion vector generates better results with no extra cost.
Second, the candidate motion vectors of the median and majority methods are good enough to require only 0.5 pixel motion-compensation refinement. On the other hand, the motion vector generated by averaging the incoming motion vectors requires larger refinements, and hence is not a suitable method for motion extraction.
2) Macroblock Encoding-Type: Since the encoding type of the input macroblocks might lack harmony, a new encoding type needs to be designated to the decimated macroblocks in the output stream. This can be carried out in two ways. One is to fully recalculate it using the macroblock encoding decisions. The other is to select a macroblock encoding-type from the four input macroblock encoding-types. For example, use the majority of the input macroblock type in the outgoing bit stream. However, in order to asses the performance of the estimated macroblock type, Fig. 8 shows the quality of the motion compensated Football sequence with various refinement ranges when the macroblock types were derived fully by the macroblock decision rules at the encoder, or from the majority of the four input macroblock types. As can be seen, the difference is less than 0.2 dB with the benefit of saving the computational cost of fully recalculating the new encoding type.
3) Image Down-Sampling: In the following, we examine three methods of spatial-resolution reduction, namely: 1) pixel averaging and sub-sampling; 2) filtering and sub-sampling; and 3) a DCT decimation method.
First, pixel averaging isthe simplestmethod, where every pixelsare represented by a single pixelof theiraverage value.
The second method used for down sampling is by employing a 7-tap filter with the following characteristics:
. This filter is used in both horizontal and vertical directions for luminance and chrominance, the image is then down-sampled by dropping every alternate pixel in the both horizontal and vertical directions [21] .
In the third method, the DCT decimation, every four input blocks of pixels, corresponding to an area of pixels, is first DCT transformed. The decimation is realized by retaining the top coefficients of each block, and then inverse transforming by a DCT to reconstruct pixels [22] . Hence, the four blocks would become a new -pixel block. For this method not to produce visual artifacts, it should be noted that the normalizing term of the DCT transform pair for and pixels is 8 [22] . The attractive feature of this method is that, since in natural images, most of the energy is concentrated at the lower frequency band, then by retaining only lower coefficients from , most of the energy of the original image is preserved. In order to assess the quality of each method, considering that the resultant down-sampled images from the above methods have no corresponding original images with the same spatial resolution, for a fair comparison, one should up-sample and interpolate the resultant image to its original size and compare it with the original noncompressed one.
For the pixel averaging, up-sampling to the SIF size is realized through bilinear interpolation of the QSIF images i.e., substituting each missing pixel by the average of the neighboring pixels.
For the second method, up-sampling and interpolation of the filtered image is achieved by inserting zeros between every pixel of the QSIF image. The interpolation is first performed in the horizontal direction, and is then followed by the vertical direction to produce the SIF format. It should be noted that due to insertion of zeros, the filter must have a dc gain of two.
For the DCT interpolation, every pixel block is first DCT transformed. The resulting coefficients are padded with zeros at high frequencies to generate a block of coefficients. Finally, the coefficients are inverse transformed with DCT to generate interpolated pixels.
The interpolated image can now be compared with the original noncompressed SIF image. Fig. 9 shows down-sampled and then up-sampled transcoded Salesman SIF/25-Hz test sequence. The original sequence was MPEG-1 encoded at 1.5 Mbits/s with , . It was then transcoded into H.263 P-pictures ( , , QSIF) with quarter of the spatial resolution/25 Hz at 256 kbits/s, with either of the above spatial-resolution reduction methods. Each resultant sequence was up-sampled and interpolated into the original size and compared with the original noncompressed images.
It can be seen that the results obtained through the DCT decimation are the highest. As expected, by retaining the most important information, one can deliver better quality images. The subjective quality of the images well correlate with the objective results of Fig. 9 .
D. Transcoding into Lower Temporal Resolutions
For higher bit-rate reductions, in case spatial-resolution reduction is still not sufficient to accommodate the bit rate in the available channel capacity, the temporal resolution of the frames then has to be reduced. This is done by dropping some of the encoded frames.
When the transcoder starts dropping frames, the incoming motion vectors of the remaining frames are no longer valid to be used at the output bit stream. One has to derive a new set of motion vectors, which takes into account the motion vectors of the dropped frames. Youn and Sun have devised a technique, called forward dominant vector selection (FDVS), which derives the motion vectors of the coded frames [23] . The best-matched area pointed at by the motion vector of the current macroblock occurring after a dropped frame overlaps with at most four macroblocks in the previous dropped frame. The motion vector of the macroblock with the largest overlapping portion is selected and added to the current motion vector. This process is repeated each time a frame is dropped until a new set of motion vectors is composed for the first encoded frame after the frame dropping. This technique also assumes a null motion vector for intra-coded macroblocks occurring in the dropped frames and emphasizes on the recalculation of the macroblock type after composing a new motion vector.
A simpler technique is, however, to accumulate all the motion vectors of the corresponding macroblocks of the dropped frames and add each resultant composed motion vector to its correspondence in the current frame. Hereafter, we will refer to this technique as telescopic vector composition (TVC).
Since frame dropping, in the content of this work, is a further means of bit-rate compression, which is normally required after the spatial-resolution reduction, it follows that all the incoming motion vectors have to be downscaled beforehand by half. The best-matched area pointed at by the downscaled motion vector will always overlap most with the corresponding macroblock location at the previous dropped frame, which dictates close results for both TVC and FDVS techniques. Although the input motion vector in this work is restricted to the range of [ 16, 16] and, therefore, the resultant range of the down-scaled motion vector is [ 8, 8] , nevertheless, even without downscaling, Fig. 10 shows that there is not much difference between the two methods. In the figure, seventy frames of the SIF Football sequence, originally coded at 2 Mbits/s with , , was transcoded into 120 kbits/s with and , without spatial-resolution reduction (SIF to SIF). Due the constraint in the channel rate, in both methods only 17 out of 70 frames are transcoded and the remaining ones are dropped. These coded frames are identified in the figure by their legends. As the figure shows, difference between the two methods is very marginal. Hence, hereinafter for simplicity, we use telescopic type of motion extraction for the dropped frames.
At these low frame rates transcoded frames become very jerky. To reduce frame jerkiness, temporal resolution can be traded with the spatial resolution. For instance, Fig. 11 shows the quality of transcoded video from SIF ( , ) at 2 Mbits/s into SIF and QSIF (with the 7-tap filtering method) of and at 100 kbits/s. With SIF output, only 13 frames of the 70 input frames are coded for transmission, the rest are dropped. The picture at this rate is very jerky. On the other hand, with the QSIF transcoded video, 69 out of 70 frames are coded, and only the second frame after the first I-frame was dropped. Both sequences have low quality, since for the SIF output, in order to skip frames, the quantizer step size is at its maximum of 62. The chosen bit rate is just enough for the QSIF to be at the border of frame dropping, hence its quantizer step size is also at its maximum level of 62. However, the QSIF sequence is almost free from jerkiness, and due to lower spatial resolution, where the correlation between the pixels is less than that of SIF size, the quality is poorer by less than 1 dB. If the output channel rate is increased, say to 200 kbits/s, at this rate SIF size output video still drops some frames. In this experiment, 39 out of 70 frames were coded and the rest were dropped. Inevitably, those which remained were encoded with the largest quantizer step size (otherwise there would not be frame dropping). With QSIF, all 70 frames were coded, but since at this time the channel rate is sufficient, frames are coded at lower than the maximum quantizer step size and the quality, as shown in Fig. 12 , is almost 2-dB better than the SIF size output video. 
III. INTERFRAME ERROR-CONCEALMENT
Interframe-coded video is very sensitive to delay and loss of information. In packet-switched networks, loss of information is mainly due to network congestion where the excessively delayed packets beyond the maximum tolerable delay are regarded lost. Moreover, if in video streaming the source cannot adapt itself to the current available bandwidth in a given time constraint, then excessive packets will be counter productive and will be discarded by the congested network. In addition, in video streaming with a TCP-friendly transmission, the receiver feedback is normally in the form of observing the packet loss ratio. In both cases, due to the nature of interframe coding, errors propagate into the subsequent pictures.
The situation can become even more critical in low bit-rate video, where the whole video frame may be packed into few packets [29] . In such scenarios, a loss of a packet or two might lead to the loss of the whole picture. Thus, conventional intraframe concealment, better known as spatial error concealment, is no longer valid and the decoder has to utilize the interframe concealment methods instead.
In the past decade, several interframe concealment techniques have been investigated [25] - [27] , [29] . For this type of concealment to be efficient, one has to copy from that part of the previous picture that has the maximum resemblance to the missing part. Since, due to motion, the positions of the objects change from picture to picture, and when video data are lost, the motion information is also lost, then the efficiency of this method solely depends on how best the missing motion vectors are estimated. Then, with the estimated motion vectors, the related parts in the previous picture are motion compensated to replace the missing information in the current picture.
For the estimation of lost motion vectors, several techniques where reported that interpolate the value of a lost motion vector from the safely received surrounding ones. For instance, in [25] , the lost motion vector was interpolated by averaging the surrounding ones. In the [24] TCON model, it was proposed to use the motion vector from the above slice, and so forth. However, as mentioned earlier, when a large portion of the picture is lost, this dictates the loss of surrounding motion vectors as well which renders such methods absolute. A more useful technique for such large losses was reported in [26] , which substitutes the value of a lost motion vector with that of the respective macroblock in the previous picture. Another technique is to simply use a nil motion vector [27] , which can only work well with sequences of small motion.
As we explained in the Introduction, one of the aims of this paper is to show how the bi-directional motion vectors can be exploited to conceal the loss of omnidirectional anchor motion vectors. Hence, in this section we focus only on the concealment of the corrupted anchor pictures. This is sufficient for a good concealment, since errors in nonanchor pictures persist for the duration of the loss and do not propagate into the subsequent pictures.
A. Proposed Concealment of Lost Anchor Pictures
Interpolated macroblocks in B-pictures are predicted from both future and previous anchor pictures. Such macroblocks usually carry both forward and backward motion vectors pointing at the best-matched locations in the anchor pictures. Therefore, the best-matched location in the future picture can be backward-tracked to the best-matched location in the previous anchor picture through the current B-picture's macroblock. This is due to the fact that a macroblock in a B-picture is interpolated from two best-matched areas if a spatial resemblance exists among the three. The bold motion vector in Fig. 13 indicates the concealment of a best-matched area in the future picture.
Since the resultant area in the anchor picture in not macroblock aligned, the reminder of the current macroblock is left out blank. The Interframe concealment of such a stripe is realized through approximating its motion vector to the vectorial sum of the forward and backward motion vectors of the current macroblock in the B-picture as follows: (6) or (7) Once the motion vector is approximated, the blank part can be copied from its anchor picture. The gray portions in Fig. 13 indicate this.
If none of the B-pictures use bi-directional motions, then other means should be thought of. For example, one might assume the motion is uniform, such that motion vector of the previous pictures might be used. In this case, a possible candidate would be a scaled motion vector from the forward or backward motion vectors of the B-pictures, e.g., a displacement from picture 4 to 7 ( to , ), is three times of the motion displacement from picture to the next B-picture (8) and similarly for the other forward or backward motion vectors. However, since there is no model of reference for choosing the best motion vector, these candidate motion vectors should be ranked-ordered. We give the highest priority to the forward and backward motion-vector components of the bidirectional motion vectors in the second B-picture (e.g., ), since it is in the sub-group with the closest distance to the lost anchor picture. The second best would be those of the first B-picture in the sub-group, e.g., . If both pictures do not posses bi-directional motions in the wanted area, then we scale the forward motion vector of the second B-picture. In case this is also not available, a scaled version of the corresponding forward motion vector of the first B-picture in the sub group can be used. If both are absent, then we use the same technique with the backward motion vectors. The reason for preferring forward motion vectors of the B-pictures over the backward ones is that they use the same anchor picture as that of the lost picture. If none of the above motion vectors was available, then a null motion vector is assumed.
As for the I-pictures which are not motion compensated for encoding, they might use motion-compensated previous pictures for concealment. Such a strategy has already been adopted in MPEG-2, where the intra-coded macroblocks of I-pictures have associated motion vectors that are carried in the next slice for concealment [28] . Again, if a large area of a picture is corrupted, these concealment motion vectors become useless. For our purpose, we can also derive concealment motion vectors for the I-pictures, similar to the ones derived for the P-pictures. For these pictures, the relation between the concealment motion vectors and the motion vectors of the B-pictures in the same sub-group can be rank-ordered similar to that of the P-picture. Thus, relating the wanted motion vector, e.g., to the motion vectors of one of the B-pictures of its sub-group, , , , and , or their combinations, as the case for the P-picture.
B. Transmission of the Concealment Motion Vectors
The whole set of the concealment motion vectors for the anchor can be transmitted in the following B-pictures to be used for concealment. This is similar to the concealment motion vectors of I-pictures in MPEG-2, but rather than transmitting them in the same picture, which can be lost within large packets, they are transmitted in the subsequent B-pictures that are coded after their future anchors but displayed before them.
However, this method has the disadvantage that the generated bit stream is no longer syntax compatible with the MPEG bit stream. In this mode, special arrangements ought to be made to extract these motion vectors from the B-pictures bit stream, while in the proposed method, the bit stream can be decoded with normal decoders that may not use concealment. Nevertheless, we can still use the repeated (concealment) motion vectors of the anchor pictures as a benchmark to see how well the proposed method perform.
C. Simulation Results
1) Loss of Whole Slice:
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we first compare it with the concealment methods mainly used for losses within a slice. Here, we identify four methods. a) Method A-Median: the lost motion vector in a slice is estimated as the median of the neighboring motion vectors from the above and bottom slices. It should be noted that mean values of neighboring motion vectors might also be used [25] . However, our simulations indicate that Median outperforms the mean value method. The derivation of the median motion vector is presented in (4) and (5) above. b) Method B-Above macroblocks: the lost motion vectors are set to be identical to the motion vectors in the corresponding macroblocks in the slice above. This error-concealment method is based on the TCON model of H.263 Test Model TMN-11 [24] . c) Method C-Concealment motion vectors: concealment motion vectors for the anchor pictures can be generated and sent as side information as mentioned in Section III-B above. However, this is the best that can be achieved for concealment, and can be used as a benchmark. In the simulation it was assumed that the tenth slice (SIF format) of a P-picture from the "Table-Tennis" sequence was lost, and the remaining pictures were free from losses. The sequence was coded at 2 Mbits/s, and the erroneous slice was at 2) Loss of Whole Picture: In case the whole picture is lost (or corrupted), then information from the slices in the same picture cannot be used. Fig. 15 shows the results of losing the whole P-picture, where the proposed method is compared against both using the concealment motion vectors, the nil motion vectors [27] , and the forward motion vectors of the previous corresponding macroblocks [26] . In this case, they will be the forward motion vectors (either individual or a bidirectional component) of the corresponding macroblocks in the last B-picture in the same sub-group. The estimated motion vectors for the macroblocks with purely backward, intra or skipped, are set to zero. It is worth mentioning that this method proved to be 1-dB better than if the motion vectors were estimated from the previous P-pictures. This is due to closer distance of the second B-picture to the lost anchor picture than the previous P-picture and due to the fact that both the second B-picture and the lost anchor one are forward predicted from the same previous anchor picture.
Concealing for the loss of an I-picture is shown in Fig. 16 . For this picture, if there were any concealment motion vectors in the next slice, they are lost too. Hence, the motion vectors of the entire intracoded macroblocks are set to (0, 0), which result in slightly poorer performance than using the previous B-pictures forward motion vectors. However, both are significantly (about 4 dB) inferior if the estimated motion vectors were composed from the B-pictures. Again, had we calculated additional concealment motion vectors and sent them in the following picture, the concealment with these vectors gives the best results, as shown in the figure. At the next I-picture, the side effect of the lost picture disappears and all curves converge to the optimal position.
In Fig. 17 , concealed pictures of both the Table and the Flower sequences are shown. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed technique generates competitive subjective quality compared to its benchmark of the incompatible transmission of the concealment motion vectors.
IV. CONCLUSION
The paper elaborated on some of the important aspects of the bi-directional prediction to applications of video streaming over packet networks. Two aspects were taken into account, namely the transcoding of pre-encoded video for dynamic bandwidth adaptation, and decoding portability. Moreover, since packet losses can be unavoidable in some situations, the bi-directional prediction of B-pictures was also exploited for interframe error concealment at the decoder.
For the heterogeneous transcoding, we have shown that both the first and the second B-picture transcoding made use of their future anchor picture's motion vectors, which is possible only because the latter is re-ordered at the originating encoder and encoded prior to the B-pictures.
Similarly, for the anchor pictures, the transcoder benefited from the forward and backward motion vectors of the B-pictures. Such forward and backward motion vectors are distinct from the forward motion vectors of anchor ones in that they provide more motion information, and therefore, their existence increased the fidelity of the estimated motion vectors in the outgoing bitstream.
As for the interframe error concealment, the bi-directional motion vectors of B-pictures enabled the concealment of the loss of even up to a whole picture. Inherent in the nature of the interpolated macroblocks in B-pictures is the bridging between future and previous anchor ones. This property was exploited for backward tracking of lost portions of the future anchor picture to its original source of prediction, or in other words, to the previous anchor of intermediate B-pictures.
In conclusion, the vitality of B-pictures in video coding exceeds that of providing higher compressions and robustness against losses to other application that support video streaming such as heterogeneous video transcoding and interframe error concealment.
